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How to Evaluate Your 401k Plan Fees 
In working with retirement systems across the United States, CFO Network 

has developed a unique perspective and competency in evaluating retirement plan 
costs. For business owners and trustees who’d like to improve their retirement plan 
– whether or not the interest is prompted by generosity to their employees or fear 
of legal and reputational risk – unraveling the complex web of fees, vendors, and 
legal requirements can be overwhelming.  

Often, business owners and HR managers are not well-versed in the nuances 
of investment management or ERISA compliance, making it very difficult for 
business owners to make intelligent changes to their plan. Our clients often report 
that, despite their desire to improve their plan, their lack of understanding causes 
the 401k discussion to get pushed into tomorrow. Sadly, the constant urgencies of 
their business ensure that, for many, tomorrow never comes. 

In response to this need, CFO Network has developed this simple guide to 401k 
plan cost evaluation based on our best practices and combined experience.  

 

HOW	TO	EVALUATE	YOUR	401K	PLAN	FEES	
Understanding how retirement plan providers earn money is the first step to 
evaluating your company’s plan. 401k fees typically fall into three major buckets: 

1. Recordkeeping & Administration (TPA fees) 
2. Fund Fees 
3. Advisory Fees 

In addition to these fees, some plans also charge trade commissions and plan 
termination fees.  
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Once you know what types of fees your plan has, the next step is to determine how 
much you’re being charged.   

HOW TO EVALUATE YOUR 401K PLAN FEES 

Every 401k plan has what’s called a “Plan Document”. It’s the master policy 
document that determines how the plan will be administered and contains the 
answer to questions like: 

1. What’s the company’s contribution matching policy? 
2. How long does it take for employer contributions to vest? 
3. Does the plan offer loans to participants? 

In the Plan Document, you’ll find disclosures on advisory fees, fund offerings and 
– often – administrative costs. The plan document is the most important document 
to have when evaluating your plan.  

The first step in understanding your fees is, as a result, going through your plan 
document to identify all the fees currently being charged to you and your 
employees. 
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HOW MUCH IS THIS REALLY COSTING US? 
Many business owners view the cost of 401k fees as the cost of doing 

business. Fees typically only amount to 1-2% per year of the plan’s assets, which, 
on the the surface, may not seem unreasonable to the uninitiated. Without these 
fees, many reason, employees would not have access to a 401k plan. Historically, 
business owners have lined up to pay this toll to Wall Street.  

Sadly, this view could not be more misinformed. Of the many plans CFO 
Network has evaluated over the years, the average employee would lose 35% of 
their retirement savings over their life due to high fees. For many of our clients’ 
employees, this equates to over $300,000 in life savings and over 10 years of work 
that is currently being robbed. In general, these high fees have been shown to add 
little or no value compared to investing in a diversified portfolio of low costs 
ETF’s and only transfer wealth from you and your employees to Wall Street.  

Company owners who are fiduciaries of their plan rarely have time to think 
about the legal and financial implications of continuing on with an “out of date” 
401k plan. For example, employees of some of the country’s largest and most 
respected organizations (Waste Management, New York Life, Alcoa, Yale 
University and more), have banded together to sue their employers for not acting 
as responsible plan fiduciaries. In addition, the Department of Labor has 
dramatically expanded its retirement plan auditing division in the last 5 years in an 
attempt to fine high fee plans and influence the industry to address the retirement 
savings epidemic plaguing America’s middle class. Publicly available research 
tools like Brightscope.com have made it increasingly easier for employees, 
lawyers, and the Department of Labor to evaluate your plan against the rest of the 
industry.  

The cost of maintaining the status quo because of these developments can be 
high. Luckily, the industry is rapidly changing, fees are dropping, and new options 
abound that provide lower costs often with higher service. Because of CFO’s deep 
understanding of the industry, CFO has been successful in reducing 401k costs for 
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every client we’ve worked with by more than half and we expect most of those 
who look deeply at their current 401k provider will be able to find similar savings. 

If you’d like to learn more about how CFO Network can help you evaluate 
or change your plan to help increase your and your employees retirement savings, 
contact us at: 

CFO Network 
Matt Duckworth 
501-823-2364 
321 Maple St. 
North Little Rock, AR 73114 

	


